DECISIONS OF THE APPEAL BOARD OF 7th NOVEMBER 2018

On November 7, 2018, the Appeal Board of Confédération Africaine de Football held a meeting in order to decide on two appeals.

A. Appeal of the Federación Ecuatoguineana de Fútbol of the decision of the Disciplinary Council of September 8, 2018.

Regarding the eligibility protest against player Annette Jacky Messomo during the match no. 30 Equatorial Guinea vs Kenya played in the frame of the Total African Women’s Cup of Nations 2018, the Appeal Board decided as follows:

1. The appeal lodged by the Federación Ecuatoguineana de Fútbol is admissible;
2. The decision no 001-CAI-08.09.2018 is overruled;
3. The player Annette Jacky Messomo is eligible to play for the National Team of Equatorial Guinea;
4. The National Team of Equatorial Guinea is reintegrated in the Total African Women's Cup of Nations 2018.

B. Appeal of Mr. Mortada Mansour of the decision of the Disciplinary Council of September 29, 2018.

Considering that the provisions of article 58 the CDC are an express condition for the admissibility of an appeal before the CAF Appeal Board;

Considering that Mr. Mortada Mansour never proceeded with the payment of the appeal fees as stipulated by said article 58;

the Appeal Board decided as follows:

1. The appeal of Mr. Mortada Mansour is invalid.
C. Appeal of Ethiopian Football Federation of the decision of the Disciplinary Council of September 8, 2018.

Regarding the eligibility protest against two players of Algeria’s women national team: Mrs Nedjet Fedoul and Mrs Isma Ouadah before the match no. 22 Ethiopia vs Algeria played in the frame of the Total African Women’s Cup of Nations 2018, the Appeal Board decided as follows:

Considering that the provisions of article 58 the CDC are an express condition for the admissibility of an appeal before the CAF Appeal Board;

Considering that the Ethiopian Football Federation never proceeded with the payment of the appeal fees as stipulated by said article 58;

1. The appeal of the Ethiopian Football Federation is invalid.